
Systematic debugging

Hans-Martin von Gaudecker

Motivation
• You are going to spend more than half of your time spent programming

dealing with code that does not work in the way you expect
• So first understand some things about how Python handles invalid cases
• Then about systematic debugging

– Talk about tools first, they make everything else less painful
– Then some techniques

Plan for this lecture
1. Exception handling
2. Broad tour of debugger functionality
3. Sensible debugging strategies
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Why return codes are not recommended
Assume you want to read from a file that may or may not exist

def read_parameters(parameters_file):
if os.path.isfile(parameters_file):

data = open(parameters_file, 'r').read()
status = 0

else:
data = None
status = 1

return data, status

data, status = read_parameters(some_file)
if status != 0:

print("Can't read {}, using default data".format(some_file))
data = default_data

• Expected flow of control and error handling intertwined
• Hard to see the forest (normal behaviour) for the trees (exceptional case)
• Net result: People stop bothering to check the status codes when programs

become complicated
• Errors even harder to track down when they occur

Introducing exceptions
Separate ”normal” operation from ”exceptional” cases

def read_parameters_clean(parameters_file):
return open(parameters_file, 'r').read()

try:
data = read_parameters_clean(some_file)

except:
print("Can't read {}, using default data".format(some_file))
data = default_data
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Exceptions are not new ...
You’ve seen exceptions before:

>>> values = [0, 1, 2]
>>> values[99]

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

IndexError: list index out of range

Catching exceptions
• But now we did not halt the program at the exception ...

– ... which is Python’s default behaviour, along with printing out the
type of exception and the location where it occured

• The code in the try block is executed
• If an exception occurs, control moves to the except block
• Both blocks can hold an arbitrary number of lines
• We can handle different exception types in different ways
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Catching exceptions
try:

data = read_parameters_clean(some_file)
data_array = np.array(data)
this_will_raise_a_name_error

except IOError:
print("Can't read {}, using default for data_array".format(some_file))
data_array = np.array(default_data)

except ValueError as err:
print("Data in {} is badly formatted".format(some_file))
raise err

• Upon an error in the try block, Python searches for a compatible except
statement

• If it finds one, the appropriate block is executed
• If no appropriate except statement is found, it’s back to default exception

handling (print the error, halt program)

Catching exceptions
• File not found (or no read permissions) leads to a message being printed

and the default data being used
• Corrupted data in some_file leads to a message being printed, the stan-

dard exception being raised and the program halts
• The undefined variable this_will_raise_a_name_error leads to a

NameError and the program halts as usual

Catching exceptions
• Store an exception object in variable_name:

except SomeException as variable_name:

• Retains all information about the exception

• raise SomeException lets you insert errors manually

• The following statements catch any type of exception:

except:
except Exception:

• Use with great care — hide errors you do not expect!!!

Custom error messages
• Customise error messages of exceptions using:
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raise SomeException("Custom message")

• Very useful to quickly spot errors where you may expect them now and
then (but cannot tolerate them)

User-defined exceptions (OOP required)
• You could (should!) define exceptions yourself
• Easier to recognise when they occur
• More discrimination possibilities when catching them
• Do this by subclassing Exception

– No need for an in-depth understanding
– Just use the code on the next slide
– Adjust the name (in CamelCase)
– Adjust the string that is returned

User-defined exceptions
class ScaleDomainError(Exception):

def __str__(self):
return "The parameter *scale* must be > 0."

def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):
"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
*scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.

Make sure that scale > 0, do not perform any other
checks.

"""

if scale <= 0:
raise ScaleDomainError

out = scale * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

return out

cobb_douglas(x1=5, x2=3, scale=0, gamma_1=-3, gamma_2=5)

Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
File "cobb_douglas.py", line 18, in cobb_douglas
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raise ScaleDomainError
cobb_douglas.ScaleDomainError: The parameter *scale* must be > 0.

Trade-off between custom messages and user-
defined exceptions
Slightly lower setup costs

�

Easier to spot and catch

Throw low, catch high
• The possibility to store an error means you can retain all information from

an exception that occured deep down in your program and handle it at
the appropriate level

• E.g. an OverflowError occurs in cobb_douglas()
– If you’re using an optimiser that can handle infinity, print a warning

and set the function value to infinity
– Else, let the error halt the program or re-start the optimiser with

different initial values
• Remember the Zen (>>> import this) ...

– Errors should never pass silently
– Unless explicitly silenced

• The built-in exceptions are listed at http://docs.python.org/3/library/ex
ceptions.html
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Debugging
• Assume for now you built the right thing the wrong way
• Some things you cannot solve even with the fastest computer
• Hopefully turn some unknown unknowns into known unknows over the

course
• But nothing you could really ”teach”
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Key Themes
• A debugger is a must-know tool

– Not everything in software development should be solved with yet-
another-tool

– But, a debugger is definitely one to learn...
• A few hours spent learning a debugger will literally save you hundreds of

hours of wasted effort later
– Learning the top 10 features of a debugger will get you 90% of the

benefit

Key Themes
• A debugger is to a programmer, what a mitre saw is to a carpenter
• With great(er) effort, you could probably build something without one
• With one, you can get a lot more done, and with less grief

Symbolic debuggers
• A debugger is a program that runs another program on your behalf

– Sometimes called a symbolic debugger because it shows you the
source code you wrote, rather than raw machine code

• While the target program (or debuggee) is running, the debugger can:
– Pause, resume, or restart the target
– Display or change values
– Watch for calls to particular functions, changes to particular vari-

ables, etc.
• No need to modify the source of the target program

Debugger features
• Interactive debuggers typically show:

– The source code
– The call stack
– The values of variables that are currently in scope
– The output of your program to standard output and/or standard

error
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Integrated development environments
• Spyder, Sage, Pyzo — for Python, focus on scientific tools
• PyCharm — commercial, comprehensive Python package
• Eclipse all-inclusive open-source monster (Java, Python (PyDev), C/C++,

Fortran (Photran), R (StatET), ...)
• Microsoft Visual Studio on Windows
• XCode on the Mac
• Matlab, most other Math/Statistics packages ...
• Stata has most of the features, except debugger
• Tools like Matlab / Stata / ... lead to some conflation of code editors,

interpreters, and debuggers

Debugger functionality
• Many debuggers you will see are GUIs (graphical user interfaces)

”wrapped” around command-line debuggers
• Most widely used of those is GDB (Gnu debugger)

– Supports many languages, on most platforms (neq) Windows
– But no one ever said it was easy to learn

• Python comes with a simple debugger called pdb
– IDEs will typically wrap this

• We will use pdb++, a drop-in replacement for pdb
– Invoked by import pdb; pdb.set_trace() inside a program
– As usual, command line is lingua franca

• Which interface you use in the end, depends on your preferences and graph-
ical capabilities of your environment (e.g., debugging on remote machine).
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Inspecting Values
• Use the debugger to set breakpoints in the target program
• Tells the target program to pause when it reaches particular lines of code
• When the target program is paused, the debugger can display the contents

of its memory
• Debuggers can also evaluate expressions using the current values of vari-

ables.
• Just type them into the prompt of the debug process

PDB and PDB++ commands
• Most important printout next to your computer in the next few weeks:

https://github.com/nblock/pdb-cheatsheet/releases

• Second most important site:

https://github.com/pdbpp/pdbpp#new-interactive-commands

More debugger functionality
• The debugger can also (pdb command bold, abbreviation in parentheses):

– step into function calls (s)
– step over the next (n)
– continue until current function returns (r)
– continue until the next breakpoint / end of program (c)

• Allows you to see:
– How values are changing
– Which branches the program is actually taking
– Which functions are actually being called
– Debuggers really should be called ”inspectors”
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Getting started with PDB++
$ pip install pdbpp
$ tail -20 cobb_douglas.py

def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):
"""Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
*scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.

Make sure that scale > 0, do not perform any other
checks.

"""

import pdb

pdb.set_trace()

if scale <= 0:
raise ScaleDomainError

out = scale * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2

return out

Getting started with PDB++
$ python earnings.py
[1] > /path/to/cobb_douglas.py(20)cobb_douglas()
-> if scale <= 0:
(Pdb++) list
15
16 import pdb
17
18 pdb.set_trace()
19
20 -> if scale <= 0:
21 raise ScaleDomainError
22
23 out = scale * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2
24
25 return out
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Main + of PDB++: Sticky mode
(Pdb++) sticky
> /home/hmg/econ/prog-econ/src/examples/exceptions_debugging/cobb_douglas.py(20)

6 def cobb_douglas(x1, x2, scale, gamma_1, gamma_2):
7 """Return the value of a Cobb-Douglas function with
8 inputs *x1* and *x2* and technology parameters
9 *scale*, *gamma_1*, and *gamma_2*.

10
11 Make sure that scale > 0, do not perform any other
12 checks.
13
14 """
15
16 import pdb
17
18 pdb.set_trace()
19
20 -> if scale <= 0:
21 raise ScaleDomainError
22
23 out = scale * x1 ** gamma_1 * x2 ** gamma_2
24
25 return out

(Pdb++)

Inspecting more values
• pdb tells you where (w) you are in the call stack ...
• ... and lets you move up (u) and down (d) the call stack
• Allows you to run to the problem, ...
• ... then figure out how you got there

Inspecting more values
• Debugger lets you modify values
• If you have a theory about why a bug is occurring:

– Run to that point
– Set variables’ values (e.g., set gamma_cogn to 0.75)
– Resume execution

• Sometimes used to test error handling code
– Easier to set scale to -0.1 in cobb_douglas(x_1, x_2, scale,

gamma_1, gamma_2) than to wait until an optimiser picks a negative
value ...
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Conditional breakpoints
• Add if-statements so that program only stops at a breakpoint if some

condition is met
• Examples: loop index greater than 100, filename argument is None
• Much more efficient than single-stepping from the start of the program
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Debugging strategies

Testing
• Need idea behind testing code upfront
• Run a program with parameters that let you predict the output

– Make sure it does the right thing in known circumstances
– Pick these circumstances so that we have a good shot at unknown

ones
• Requires modular code without state dependence: Functions, modules, no

globals that may change

Debugging strategies (Eisenstadt, 1993)
• "Expert recognised cliché"
• Ask an oracle programmer and they will spot the bug class immediately
• Works very seldomly unless you happen to be working with one on the

same project

Debugging strategies (Eisenstadt, 1993)
• "Inspeculation"
• A hybrid of ”inspection” (code inspection), ”simulation” (hand-

simulation), and ”speculation”
• No experimentation or data gathering, but rather ”thinking about” the

code
• Borrow Barr (2004) from me to practice

Debugging strategies (Eisenstadt, 1993)
• "Gather data"
• What we usually think of when we say ”debugging”
• The rest of these slides is about how to go about it in a systematic way
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Agans’ Rules
• Many people make debugging harder than necessary by:

– Using inadequate tools
– Not going about it systematically
– Becoming impatient

• Agans’ Rules describe how to apply the scientific method to debugging
(Agans, 2002)

– Observe a failure
– Invent a hypothesis explaining the cause
– Test the hypothesis by running an experiment (i.e., a test)
– Repeat until the bug has been found

Rule 0: Get it right the first time
• The simplest bugs to fix are the ones that do not exist
• Design, reflect, discuss, then code
• ”A week of hard work can sometimes save you an hour of thought”

Rule 0: Get it right the first time
• Design your code with testing and debugging in mind
• Minimize the amount of ”spooky action at a distance”
• Minimize the number of things programmers have to keep track of at any

one time
• Train yourself to do things right, so that you will code well even when you

are tired, stressed, and facing a deadline

Rule 0: Get it right the first time
”Everyone knows that debugging is twice as hard as writing a pro-
gram in the first place. So if you are as clever as you can be when
you write it, how will you ever debug it?”

Brian Kernighan
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Rule 1: What is it supposed to do?
• First step is knowing what the problem is

– ”It doesn’t work” is not good enough
– What exactly is going wrong?
– How do you know?
– You will learn a lot by following execution in a debugger and trying

to anticipate what the program is going to do next

Rule 1: What is it supposed to do?
• Requires you to know how the software is supposed to behave

– Not always obvious ...
• Try not to let what you want to see influence what you actually observe

– It is harder than you would think (Hock, 2004)
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Rule 2: Is it plugged in?
• Are you actually exercising the problem that you think you are?

– Are you giving it the right test data?
– Is it configured the way you think it is?
– Is it the version you think it is?
– Has the feature actually been implemented yet?
– Why are you sure?

• Maybe the reason you cannot isolate the problem is that it is not there
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Rule 3: Make it fail
• You can only debug things when they go wrong
• So find a test case that makes the code fail every time

– Then try to find a simpler one
– Or start with a trivially simple test case that passes, then add com-

plexity until it fails
• Each experiment becomes a test case

– So that you can re-run all of them with a single command
– How else are you going to know that the bug has actually been fixed?

Rule 3: Make it fail
• Use the scientific method
• Formulate a hypothesis, make a prediction, conduct an experiment, repeat
• It is computer science, not computer flip-a-coin
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Rule 4: Divide and conquer
• The smaller the gap between cause and effect, the easier the relationship

is to see
• So once you have a test that makes the system fail, use it to isolate the

faulty subsystem
– Examine the input of the code that is failing
– If that is wrong, look at the preceding code’s input, and so on and

so forth
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Rule 4: Divide and conquer
• Use assert to check things that ought to be right

– ”Fail early, fail often”
– A good way to stop yourself from introducing new bugs as you fix

old ones
• When you do fix the bug, see whether you can add assertions to prevent

it reappearing
– If you made the mistake once, odds are that you, or someone else,

will make it again
• Another argument against duplicated code

– Few things are as frustrating as fixing a bug, only to have it crop up
again elsewhere
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Rule 5: Change one thing at a time, for a reason
• Replacing random chunks of code is unlikely to help

– If you got it wrong the first time, what makes you think you will get
it right the second? Or the ninth?

– So always have a hypothesis before making a change
• Every time you make a change, re-run all of your tests immediately

– The more things you change at once, the harder it is to know what
is responsible for what

– And the harder it is to keep track of what you have done, and what
effect it had

– Changes can also often uncover (or introduce) new bugs
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Rule 6: Write it down
• Science works because scientists keep records

– ”Did 𝛾1 = 0 together with 𝑥1 = 50 cause the crash? Or was it
𝑥2 = −5? Or was 𝛾2 not set to the default value after all?”

• Records are particularly useful when getting help
– People are more likely to listen when you can explain clearly what

you did
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Rule 7: Be humble
• If you cannot find it in 15 minutes, ask for help

– Just explaining the problem aloud is often enough
– ”Never debug standing up.” (Gerald Weinberg) — rushing makes

things worse
• Do not keep telling yourself why it should work

– If it does not, it does not
– Never debug while grinding your teeth, either ...

• Keep track of your mistakes
– Just as runners keep track of their time for the 100m sprint
– ”You cannot manage what you cannot measure.” (Bill Hewlett)

To reiterate ...
• Debugging is not a black art
• Like medical diagnosis, it is a skill that can be studied and improved
• You are going to spend a lot of time doing it: You might as well learn how

to do it well
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License for the course material
• [Links to the full legal text and the source text for this page.] You are

free:
– to Share to copy, distribute and transmit the work
– to Remix to adapt the work

Under the following conditions:

• Attribution You must attribute the work in the manner speci-
fied by the author or licensor (but not in any way that suggests
that they endorse you or your use of the work).

With the understanding that:

• Waiver Any of the above condition scan be waived if you get
permission from the copyright holder.

• Public Domain Where the work or any of its elements in the
public domain under applicable law, that status is in no way
affected by the license.

• Other Rights In no way are any of the following rights affected
by the license:

– Your fair dealing or fair use rights, or other applicable copy-
right exceptions and limitations;

– The author’s moral rights;
– Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or

in how the work is used, such as publicity or privacy rights.

Notice For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license
terms of this work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
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